We give an algebraic characterization of those sequences {H") of countable abelian groups for which the equivalence relations induced by Borel (or, equivalently, continuous) actions of Hq x Hi x Hi x • ■ • are Borel. In particular, the equivalence relations induced by Borel actions of Hw , H countable abelian, are Borel iff H ~ ®p{Fp x Z(pao)np), where Fp is a finite p-group, Z(p°°) is the quasicyclic p-group, np 6 w, and p varies over the set of all primes. This answers a question of R. L. Sami by showing that there are Borel actions of Polish abelian groups inducing non-Borel equivalence relations. The theorem also shows that there exist non-locally compact abelian Polish groups all of whose Borel actions induce only Borel equivalence relations. In the process of proving the theorem we generalize a result of Makkai on the existence of group trees of arbitrary height.
Introduction
Let G be a group acting on a set X. Put for x, y £ X xExy &3g eG gx = y.
Then Ex c X x X is an equivalence relation and is called the equivalence relation induced by the action of G on X. If G is Polish, X is a standard Borel space, and the action of G is Borel, then Ex is £'. If additionally G is locally compact, then Ex is Borel. By Silver's theorem, it follows that the topological Vaught conjecture holds in this case; i.e., the action of G has either countably or "perfectly" many orbits. It was proved by R. L. Sami [S, Theorem 2 .1] that the topological Vaught conjecture holds for Borel actions of abelian Polish groups. The proof, however, was different from the one in the locally compact case; in particular, it did not show that Ex was Borel for G Polish abelian.
The natural question was raised by Sami (see [S, p. 339] ) whether Ex is Borel for all Borel (or, equivalently, continuous if X is a Polish space, see [BK] ) actions of Polish abelian groups. We answer this question in the negative. We consider groups of the form Hqx H\x H2x ■■■ where the H" 's are countable. Such groups are equipped with the product topology (each Hn carrying the discrete topology) which is Polish and compatible with the group structure. We fully characterize those sequences (//") of countable abelian groups for which all Borel actions of Ho x Hi x H2 x ■ ■ • induce Borel equivalence relations. This happens precisely when all but finitely many of the H" 's are torsion and, for each prime p, for all but finitely many n 's the p-component of H" is of the form F x Zip°°)m , where F is a finite />-group, Z(p°°) is the quasicyclic p-group (i.e., Zip00) =; {z G C: 3« zp" = 1}), and m G co. In particular, if H" = H, n G co, and H is countable abelian, then all Borel actions of HxHxHx • • ■ induce Borel equivalence relations iff H ~ 0p(Fp xZ^00)""), where Fp is a finite abelian p-group, np e co, and /? varies over the set of all primes. Thus, e.g., the group Z x Z x Z x • • • is abelian, Polish, and has a Borel action which induces a non-Borel equivalence relation. This answers Sami's question. On the other hand, Z(2°°) x Z(2°°) x Z(2°°) x • • • provides an interesting example of a Polish abelian group which is not locally compact but whose Borel actions induce only Borel equivalence relations. This shows that the implication " G locally compact =s> Ex Borel" cannot be reversed. Some results for non-abelian Hn 's are also obtained. Now, we state some definitions and establish notation. By co we denote the set of all natural numbers {0,1,2,...}.
Ordinal numbers are identified with the set of their predecessors; in particular n = {0, 1, ... , n -1}, for « G <a. By Z, Zip), Zip00), p a prime, we denote the group of integers, the cyclic group with p elements, and the quasicyclic p-group, respectively. By e we denote the identity element of a group and by (X), for a subset X of a group, the subgroup generated by X. We write (/z) for i{h}). If H is a group, ©^W stands for the direct sum of countably many copies of H. A group H is called p-compact if for any decreasing sequence of groups Gk < Zip) x H with n[Gk] = Zip), for each fceco.we have it[f)kew Gk] -Zip) where n: Zip) x H -> Zip) is the projection. If H is an abelian group and p is a prime, by the p-component of H we mean the maximal p-subgroup of H.
For a sequence of sets (//""), n G co, we write H"=H0x--xHn-u H<w=\jHn, and H<° = H0 x //, x ••• .
«eco
We also write Aw for the product of infinitely many copies of A. If x G Ha , put Ihx = co ; if a e Hn, some n G co, put lha = n . For a G H<w and x G H<(ül)Hw, we write a*x for the concatenation of a and x. If x G H<wöHw and X c co, we write x\X for the unique element y G H<w U Hw such that the domain of y is co, if X n /Ax is infinite, and n , if X n /Ax is finite and has « elements, and y(i') = x (the (i'+ l)th element of X). A set 5 c H<e0 is called a tree on (//"") if cr G S implies a\n G 5 for any n < Ihia). If S is a tree on (¿J") and a G //<Cd, put Sa = {t g ¿/<íü : a * t g 5} . For a tree S on (•//"), if,, countable, define S' = {a € S:3x € S a c x, a ^ x}. By transfinite induction define, for ß e cox, 5° = S and Sß = iS7)' if ß = y +I, and S' = rV/jS7 if ß is limit. Put ht(5) = min{£: S" = S»+l}. For a g H<co , put /-5(ít) = min{/? g W] : cr £ 5^} if there exists ß < coi with a g Sß, and rs(o') = g>i otherwise. If there is no danger of confusion, we will omit the subscript in rs. A tree on (/f") is well-founded if there is no sequence a¡ e S, i € co, such that a¡ c a¡+\ and lh(ov) ->oo as i -► oo. Now, assume that the H" 's are groups. The identity element (e ,e, ...) of Hm is denoted by e. A tree S on (//") is called a coser rree if 5 n H" is a left coset of a subgroup of /F1 for any n & co; i.e., if 0\, er2, 03 G 5 n Jïa , then aio^o?, G 5. A coset tree S is called a group tree if S nH" is a subgroup of H" for any n G co. The notion of a group tree was introduced by Makkai in [M] and rediscovered by the author. We say that (//"") admits group icoset) trees of arbitrary height if, for any ß < co\, there is a group (coset) tree T on (FT") with ht(F) > ß . Let S be a coset tree on a sequence of groups iH"). Then for each n e co there is a unique subgroup G" of Hn which Sr\H" is a coset of. We actually have G" = a~x(S n H") for any a eSnfí" . Define a(S) = (J G".
Thus o(S) = \Jn€oeo-xiSnHn) where ct" g SnH" if STlfF # 0 and a" = e otherwise. It is easy to see that a(5) is a group tree.
Main results
Theorem 1. Let iHn) be a sequence of countable abelian groups. Then the equivalence relation induced by any Borel action of Hw is Borel iff for all but finitely many n, Hn is torsion, and for all primes p for all but finitely many n the p-component of H" is of the form F x Z(p°°)k, where k G co and F is a finite abelian p-group.
If H is countable, abelian, and torsion, then H -0p Hp , where p ranges over the set of all primes, and Hp is the p-component of H (see [F] ). Thus we get the following corollary.
Corollary. Let H be an abelian countable group. Then the equivalence relations induced by Borel actions of Hw are Borel if and only if H is isomorphic to ©p(Fp x Zip00)""), where p ranges over the set of all primes, np G co, and Fp is a finite abelian p-group.
For not necessarily abelian countable groups, we have the following version of one implication from Theorem 1. (The definition of p-compactness is formulated in the introduction.) Theorem 2. Let (//") be a sequence of countable groups. If for each prime p, for all but finitely many n, Hn is p-compact, then the equivalence relations induced by Borel actions of Hw are Borel.
It is an open question whether the converse of Theorem 2 holds. This would be a natural extension of Theorem 1, since, as we show in Lemma 9, a countable abelian group is p-compact iff it is torsion and its p-component has the form as in Theorem 1.
Some of the ingredients of the proofs are: the theorem of Becker and Kechris [BK] on the existence of universal actions, the structure theory for countable abelian groups, and a construction of group trees of arbitrary height. It turns out that both conditions in Theorem 1 are equivalent to iH") not admitting group trees of arbitrary height (Lemma 12). This generalizes the known results that the sequence (r7"), H" = Z for each n G co, admits group trees of arbitrary height (Makkai [M, Lemma 2.6]) , and that the sequence (Hn), Hn = 0CUZ(2) for each n , admits group trees of arbitrary height (Shelah [M, Appendix] ). (See also [L, p. 979] for a proof of the latter result and its generalizations to groups which are direct sums of k many copies of Z(2) for certain cardinals k.) The known proofs in the above two cases-Z and ©^ Z(2)-were different from each other, and Makkai's construction for Z rested on Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions. We present a construction (Lemma 10) that encompasses both these cases and is purely combinatorial.
Here is how Theorems 1 and 2 follow from the lemmas in Sections 3-5. In Section 3, we prove that all Borel actions of Hw, iH") a sequence of countable groups, induce Borel equivalence relations iff (.//") does not admit well-founded coset trees of arbitrary height (Lemma 2). In Section 4, we show that (//"") does not admit well-founded coset trees of arbitrary height iff it does not admit group trees of arbitrary height (Lemma 6). Then, in Section 5, we show that if for each prime p, for all but finitely many n , Hn is p-compact, then (//") does not admit group trees of arbitrary height (Lemma 8). This proves Theorem 2. Next, we prove that if (//"") is a sequence of abelian groups, then (//") does not admit group trees of arbitrary height iff, for all but finitely many n, H" is torsion and, for all primes p, for all but finitely many n, the p-component of Hn has the form as in Theorem 1 (Lemma 12). This proves Theorem 1.
Group actions and coset trees
The following construction is from [BK] . Let G be a Polish group. Consider "(G) the space of all closed subsets of G with the Effros Borel structure, i.e., the Borel structure generated by sets of the form {F G &"iG): F n V ¿ 0} for V c G open. Put %G = 9~iG)w, and define the following G-action on
Theorem (Becker-Kechris [BK] ). % with the above G-action is a universal Borel G space, i.e., if X is a standard Borel space on which G acts by Borel automorphisms, then there is a Borel injection n: X -» %c such that nigx) = gnix) for g G G and x G X.
Let X be a standard Borel G-space. Let n : X -» % be a Borel injection whose existence is guaranteed by the above theorem. Then, for x, y G X, we have xExy * nix)Efniy).
This shows that the following corollary to the theorem above is true. Lemma 1. Let G be a Polish group. The relation induced by any Borel G-action is Borel iff the relation induced by the G-action on %g Is Borel.
Lemma 2. Let (//"") be a sequence of countable groups. The equivalence relation induced by any Borel Hw-action is Borel iff (HH) does not admit well-founded coset trees of arbitrary height. Proof. Let ÍT be the family of all trees on (//"). The set &~ is a Polish space with the topology generated by sets of the form {F G &*'. a G F} and {TzF-.o^T} for oeH<Cü.
(<=) By Lemma 1, it is enough to prove that the //""'-action on 1¿n-induces a Borel relation. Let &¡, be the family of all pruned trees on (//"), i.e., trees with no finite branches, with the topology inherited from ¡T. This topology makes <9£ a Polish space. The mapping <p: tTp -> 9~iHw) given by <£(F) = {x G Hw : Vn G co x\n G F} is a Borel isomorphism. For x G Hw and F G d efine xT = {a G H<0): a G x\m(T n Hm) where m = lh(a)}.
Then easily xT G ^. Also 4>ixT) = x<j>(T). Thus it is enough to check that the following action of Hw on y/" induces a Borel equivalence relation: ix, (F")) -» ixTn), for x G H<°, (Tn) G y/». Now define î»:^x^-»y by <P(F, S) = {a G H<w: TnHm = a{SC\Hm) where m = /A(a)}.
Easily 3> (F, 5 ) is a coset tree. Define the mapping «P: ¿J® x y/" -y by ¥((F"),(S")) = f| 0>(Fn, S").
n€<u Note that the intersection of a family of coset trees is a coset tree. Thus, for any (F"), (5") G y^, ¥((F"), (S")) is a coset tree. Also note that iT")E%. iSn) * ViiT"), (S")) is not well-founded.
Indeed, if Ob C oï C • • • , /A(er,) -* oo, and a¡ G ^((F"), (S")), then xS"" = T" for each « G co where x = \Jiew a¡. If xS" = F" for all « G cy and some x g Hw, then x|i G ViiT"), (5")) and {x|i: i G co} witnesses that ^*((F"), (5")) is not well-founded. Clearly ¥ is a Borel mapping. Thus, if we assume that there is ß e C0[ such that any well-founded coset tree on (//"") has height < ß, we get (y, x 9?f\E% =y-xi{Te5r:T well-founded and ht(F) < ß}).
But {T e^:T well-founded and ht(F) < ß} is Borel, whence E% is Borel. But note that if F is a coset tree, then <I>i(F,a(F)) = F. Thus, for any wellfounded coset tree F on (//""), ht(F) = ht(0(F, a(T)))<ß,6 contradiction.
COSET AND GROUP TREES
The next several lemmas lead to a proof that the existence of well-founded coset trees of arbitrary height is equivalent to the existence of group trees of arbitrary height (Lemma 6). We will use a few times the easy fact that {r(fj): a G F} d ht (F) for any tree F on (//"").
Lemma 3. Let S be a coset tree. Then:
(i) aiS') = aiS)'; (ii) ifSinHkyi0 for each keco, then ai&) = a(S)4.
Proof. To show (i), let a G H" . Then a G a(S') implies that there are Ti, x2 G 5" such that a = xTxx2. Now we can find g, h e H" with Ti * g, T2 * A G S". But then a * (g~lA) = (tj * g)"1^ * A) G a(5). Thus cr G a(5)'. On the other hand, if a G a(S)', then there are g € H" and t\, x2 G S with tj"1 t2 = a * g. But then a = ixi\n)~xix2\n) and Xi\n, x2\n G 5", whence <r G a(5').
Notice that if S" D Sn+\, n G co, are coset trees, and, for some k G co, DneJSn nHk)¿0, then aif]n€cüSn) nHk = n"ew«(S.) n H* . To see this, pickoGf)ne(üSnnHk.Then
Using (i) and the above observation, we get (ii) by transfinite induction.
Lemma 4. Let T be a group tree. Let a" G H", n e co, besuchthat ia"+\\n)~la" G TP for some ß G cox. Put S = \Jn€(üaniT n H"). Then S is a coset tree, and for any c¡ < ß we have S( = \Jn&(û a"iT( n H").
Proof. For £ < ß, define
In particular, 5(0) = 5. First note that each 5(i) is a coset tree. Indeed, if m < n, then ia"\m)~xam G T1-. This follows easily by induction from our assumptions that it holds for n = m + 1 and the fact that Ts is a group tree. To check that 5(i) is a tree, let t g T^ r\Hn . Then, for m < n, ianx)\m = ia"\m)ix\m) = amia~lia\m)it\m)) eS{i)nHm since ia~x ia"\m))ir\m) G F^D /F" . Thus 5(i) is a tree, and because of the way it was defined, it is a coset tree. It is obvious that a(5(i)) = F4 and that an G 5(í) for any n G <a, £ < ß . Now, we show by induction that, for £ < ß, a(Sfi) = F4 and a" G S* for each n € co. Both statements are true for t\ = 0. If £ is the limit and an G S! for all Ç < Ç, then clearly an e S(. By Lemma 3(ii), we also have aiSs) = aiS)Z = Ts. If £ is a successor, say £ = Ç + 1, then, by Lemma 3(i) and the induction hypothesis, we get aiSt) = a(5f)' = (Fc)' = F4 . Since an+\ G Sf, <t"+i|iz G S*. Since (tTn+1|«)_1(T" G T? c F4, we have a" = ion+l\n)iion+l\n)-lon) € S*.
Thus a(S®) = F« = a^), i.e., for each n eco, 5(í) n H" and S* n /F are left cosets of the same subgroup of Hn . Also (5(i) n Hn) n (S* n #") # 0, as <7" belongs to the intersection. Thus we get 5(i) n if" = Ss C\Hn for each « G ca, i.e., 5«* = S* .
Lemma 5. Let T be a group tree with ht(F) > co. Then there exist a" G H" such that:
(ii) U«ecü °n(-^ n •ff7!) ** a ^ell-founded tree of height <co-2.
Proof. We start with the following observation. Let K be a countable group and let K" , n eco, be a strictly decreasing sequence of subgroups of K. Then there exist g" G K, neco, such that g"x gn+\ G K" and f)n€a) g"Kn = 0. To see that this is true, enumerate K = {k" : n e co} and pick g" e K recursively so that gn+iKn+1 c g"K" and k" # gn+iKn+i ■ Now, assume that F is a group tree and ht(F) > co. Let Oq be such that ria0) = co. Put ko-lhioo)+l. Then {rio): a e TnHk°}nco iscofinalin co. Let pn: H" -* ¿F0 , n > ko, denote the projection on the first k¡¡ coordinates.
Since {a G /F* : rio) > m} -pko+m [T<~\Hko+m] , there is an increasing sequence ko < m0 < mx <m2 < ■■■ such that pm"+,[Fn /F""+'] ?4 pmJTDHm"] and, obviously, pm"+l [F n iF"»+l ] «€cu We recursively construct an e H", n e co, so that crmn |/co = t" and (fj"+i|n)-'cTn G F. First, find />" G Hm" so that ¿>"|/co = t" and ipn+\\mn)-xpn e T. For po take any extension of To in Hm°. Now assume pn has been constructed. Then x~lxipn\ko) = t^,t" e pm" [Tn Hm-] . Let a e TnHm" be such that x~^ipn\ko) = er|^. Note that (^a_1)|fco = Tn+i , and let ¿>"+i be an arbitrary extension of p"a~x in Hm"+>. Now, put a" = p¡\n if 0 <n < mo and / = 0 or if m^\ <n<m¡ and / > 0.
We have amn\ko = p"|&o = *n -Also (crn+i|n)-1cr" G F, i.e., (i) is easy to see.
Put S = \Jnew a"iTf\H"). To check (ii), let a e S n #**. Pick the unique fc G <y such that a e Tkipmk[TnHm'])\xk+]ipmM[TnHm^]).
Then for any a' e S with a' d a, we have /Ac' < wfc+1. Otherwise, a' e o"(T C\ Hn) for some n > nt^+i, whence rr = p"(er') G t"(p" [F n H"] ), a contradiction. Thus rsio) < co for any rr G S n i/fc°. It follows that S is well-founded and ht(5) < co + ko .
Lemma 6. Let (//") be a sequence of countable groups. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) iH") admits well-founded coset trees of arbitrary height; (ii) (//"") admits coset trees of arbitrary height; (iii) iH") admits group trees of arbitrary height.
Proof, (i) =*■ (ii) is obvious.
(ii) => (iii). Note that if S C F are coset trees and S jé F, then a (S) C a(F) and a(5) / a(7"). To see this, pick k e co such that SnHk ¿ T n Hk and aeSnHk.
Then a(S)nfi* = ff-'iSntf*) / ff-'(Fn^) = a(F)n/FA:. Now, let 5 be a given coset tree. Define y = min{min{¿: 3* S* n ff* = 0}, ht(S)}.
Then, by Lemma 3(ii) and the above observation, we have o(5)¿ = a^) # a(5c) = a(5)c for <* < Ç < y, whence ht(a(5)) > y. But it is easy to see that ht(5) < y + co. Thus (ii) => (iii) is proved.
(iii) =*■ (i). Let F be a group tree of height > ß + co. We show that there is a well-founded coset tree of height > ß. To this end consider T? . Then ht(F^) > co. Apply Lemma 5 to Tß to find an e H*, n e co, as in Lemma 5(i) and (ii). Put S = \Jn€wa"iT n H"). Then, by Lemma 4, 5 is a coset tree and S" = \Jn€wa"(TP n H") / 0. By Lemma 5(ii), S"+iU'2 = (UecB °niTßn H"))"-2 = 0. Thus 5 is a well-founded tree with ht(S) > fi . 5 . Group trees and algebraic properties of groups Lemma 7. Let H be a countable group. If H is not torsion, it is not p-compact for any prime p.
Proof. Clearly, if a subgroup of H is not p-compact, neither is H. Thus it is enough to show that Z is not p-compact. This is witnessed by the following sequence of subgroups of Zip) x Z : Gk = {(m(P + l)*modj>, mip+ l)k); meZ}, keco.
Lemma 8. Let iH") be a sequence of countable groups. If (//") admits group trees of arbitrary height, then there exist a prime p and infinitely many n e co such that Hn is not p-compact.
Proof. If, for infinitely many n eco, Hn is not torsion, we are done by Lemma 7. Also, if (//") admits group trees of arbitrary height, so does iHn)n>N for any N e co. This follows from Lemma 6 as soon as we notice that if 5 is a coset tree on (JF") and a e HN , then Sa is a coset tree on (HH)*£N » and that, given ß < co i, if ht(S) is large enough, then htiSa) > ß for some a e HN. Thus, we can assume that H" is torsion for each «, and that there exists a group tree on (Jf") of height > co2 . Let F be a group tree on (#"). Let p be a prime. Assume a e T n H", r(ff) < toi, and the order of a is a power of p. Let ß < r(cr). Then there is x D a such that r(r) = ß and the order of x is a power of p. To see this, let x' D a, x' t¿ a and r(x') > ß . Let / G co be such that p does not divide it and the order of lx' is a power of p. Since the order of a is a power of p, there is /' G to such that Via = a. Put x\ = I'lx'. Note that xx D a and x\ ^ a. Since, for any y G toi and m G to, {t G F n Hm : r(x) > y} is a subgroup of Hm (this follows easily from the facts that {t g F n Hm : r(x) >y} = TyC\Hm and that Ty is a group tree), r(i\) = r(l'lx') > r(x') > ß . If r(z\) = ß, we are done. If r(ii) > ß, we repeat the above construction and get x2D xx,x2^x\, whose order is a power of p and r(r2) > ß . Again, if r(z2) = ß , we are done; otherwise we repeat the construction. Note that we cannot do it indefinitely, since then we would produce a sequence co c x\ c x2 c ••• , xm ^ xm+\, whence r(tr) = toi, a contradiction. Thus we must obtain xm D a such that r(rm) = ß and the order of xm is a power of p .
Next, notice that if x e TnH", r(t) is a limit, and the order of x is a power of p, p a prime, then H" is not p-compact. Indeed, let yk, k e co, be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals tending to r(r). Put Gk = {a e Fn //"+I : K<r) > 7k}-Let 7r: #"+' -» H" be the projection. Notice that (Gfc) Thus the decreasing sequence of groups 0[G'k] ,keco, witnesses that H" is not p-compact. Now, let F be a group tree on (-//") with ht(F) > co2 . There exists a prime p and a e T such that the order of a is a power of p and co2 < rio) < toi. To show this, first find x e T with r(t) = co2 . The group G = (t) is cyclic and finite. Thus there are o\, a2, ..., om e T r\Hn , n = /A(t) , which commute with each other, their orders are powers of distinct primes and x = oo ■ ■ • am . Note that for each 0 < i < m there is k e co with kx = a¡. Thus, since {a G T n H" : rf» > to2} is a subgroup of /F1, r(<7,-) > to2 for all 0 < i < m . Also {a eTDH": rio) > toi} is a subgroup of H", thus there is i such that r(tr,) < co i, and we are done. Now, fix the prime p and a e T as above. Let N eco. We show that there are more than N numbers n such that H" is not p-compact. Indeed, we can recursively produce xq, x\, ... , xpj e T so that a c To and r(To) = to2, t, c T/+i, the order of each x¡ is a power of p, and r(r;) = to • (A7' + 1 -i"), I < i < N. But then if we put n, = /A(t;) , we get h0 < «i < • • • < nN and H". is not p-compact since to2 and co • (N + 1 -i), 1 < i < N, are limit.
In the following lemma, we essentially find all abelian countable groups which are p-compact. Lemma 9. Let H be an abelian countable group. Let p be a prime. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) H is p-compact; (ii) H is torsion, and the p-component of H is of the form F x Zip00)" where F is a finite p-group and ne co; (iii) H is torsion, and there is no surjective homomorphism mapping a subgroup of H onto ©^ Zip). Proof, (ii) a» (i). Let Gk < Zip) x H, k e co, Gk+i < Gk, and n[Gk] = Zip) where n: Zip) x H -* Zip) is the projectin. Now, H = Hp x H' and Gfe = (Gfc)p x G'k where Hp and iGk)p are the p-components of H and Gk , respectively, and the order of any element of H' or G'k is not divisible by p [F, Theorem 8.4 ]. Clearly we have (G¿)p < Zip) x Hp . We say that a group fulfils the minimum condition if each strictly decreasing sequence of subgroups is finite. Since, as one can easily see, Z(p°°) and finite groups fulfil the minimum condition, and the property of fulfilling the minimum condition is preserved (i) => (iii). By Lemma 7, H is torsion. Note that if Fi can be mapped by a homomorphism onto F2, Fi, F2 groups, and F2 is not p-compact, then Fi is not p-compact either. Indeed, let <f>: F\ -> F2 be a surjective homomorphism, and let the sequence (G¿) of subgroups of Z(p) x F2 witness that F2 is not p-compact, then
witness that Fi is not p-compact. Thus to prove that H is not p-compact, assuming (iii) fails, it is enough to show that ©^ Zip) is not p-compact. Let {e¡: i G to} be an independent set generating ©wZ(p). Let us fix a sequence of sets Xk c to, k e co, such that Xk+l c Xk and f\k€wXk = 0. Define Gk<Zip)x®wZip) by Gk = i{im,mei):ieXk,meZip)}). [F, Theorem 21.2] . Now, by [F, Theorem 23 .1], either Hx ~ Zip00)" , for some n eco, and we are done, or Hx ~ ©w Z(p°°). But in the latter case Hi, and hence H, contain an isomorphic copy of ©w Zip), a contradiction
Then iGk) witnesses that $aZ(p) is not p-compact. (iii) =>■ (ii). Assume (iii
Remark. (In this remark the notation and terminology follow [F] .) One can give other characterizations of p-compactness among countable torsion abelian groups. For example p-compactness of H is equivalent to the following conditions: (iv) the p-component of H fulfills the minimum condition; (v) for any finite p-group F < H the p-rank of H/F is finite. Obviously (ii) => (iv), and (iv) => (i) as in the proof of (ii) => (i). Now, assuming (iv) and noticing that a homomorphic image of a group fulfilling the minimum condition fulfills the minimum condition, we get that the pcomponent of H/F, F < H finite, fulfills the minimum condition. This obviously implies that its p-rank is finite. Thus (iv) => (v). To see (v) => (ii), let Hp be the p-component of H. Let x be its Ulm type. First note that if x = y+1, for some y, then Hp/Hp is finite. Otherwise, rPiHp/Hp) = oo, and since Hp ~ Hp/Hl x Hxp , we get rPiHp) = oo. Now, we claim that x is neither a limit ordinal nor a successor of a limit ordinal. Otherwise, using the above observation there is a sequence of groups G" < Hp/Hp , n e co, such that G"+i < G" , G"+i ^ G" and C\ne(0 G" is finite. Put G = f\"€(a G" . Then we can pick recursively gk e Hp/Hp so that pgk e G and for each k there is an n with gk e G" and g¡ & G" for i < k. Then clearly the image of {gk : k e co} under the natural homomorphism Hp/Hp -* iHp/Hp)/G is infinite independent. Again, since Hp ~ Hp/Hj x Hxp,rPiH/G') = rPiHp/G') = oo for some finite p-group G'. Next, notice that x is not of the form y + 2 because in this case Hp+i /Hp is finite and rPiH¡/H¡+x) = oo whence rt((H¡IIK)l(H¡+x/H¡)) = 00. And as before rPiH/G') = 00 for some finite p-group G'. Thus x < 1, and if x = 1, then Hp/Hx is finite. If x = 0, Hp is divisible, and since rPiHp) < 00, there is n e co with Hp ~ Z(p°°)n . If x = 1, put F = Hp/Hx . Then Hp ~ F x Hx, F finite, Hx divisible. Since rp(Hpl) < 00, there is n G co with fl^J ~ Zip00)" . Now, we make a technical definition useful in proving the existence of group trees of arbitrary height. An abelian countable group H is called manageable if there exist two decreasing sequences of subgroups (G^), (G¿) with f)n€(0 G'n = {e} , for i' = 0, 1, and a homomorphism <f>: HxH -> H such that <£[G° x Gxn] = H for any n e co.
Lemma 10. Let H be a countable abelian group. If H is manageable, then (//"), where H" = H for each n e co, admits group trees of arbitrary height. Proof. Fix two decreasing sequences of subgroups (G*) and (G¿) and a homomorphism 4> as in the definition of manageability. For each ordinal ß < co\, we produce a group tree Tß such that:
-if ß = y + 1, then T¡ n H = H and VA G H (A ^ e => (F^ is well-founded); -if £ is limit, then Vy < £ 3« G to iTyßf\H2 DG°nxGxn) and V<7 g i/2 (<r # (e, e) => (Fjs)CT is well-founded). Then clearly toi > r^(A) > /? for any A g #\{£} in the first case, and for any y < ß, toi > rjtia) > y for some a e H2\{(e, e)} in the latter. Thus ht(F^) > ß for any ß G to,.
Put F0 = {t?} and Fi -Hö{e} . Assume T7 has been defined for all y < ß. If ß = y + 1 and y is a successor, put Tß = {0}öHu{oiO)*o: a eTy,lha> 1}.
If ß = y + 1 and y is a limit, put F/j = the tree generated by {<^(rr(0), <r(l)) * 0: a e Ty, lha > 2}.
Checking that the Tß 's work is straightforward. Now, assume ß is a limit ordinal. Note that it is enough to construct two group trees -So and S\ such that there is an increasing sequence y" -* ß with S^TiZ/ d G°n and S\T\H o G\ and VA G H (A ^ e =$• (So)/, and (S'i)A are well-founded). If So and Si are defined, let Tß = {a G tf<c": cr|{2k: k e co} G S0 and cr|{2rc + 1 : k e co} e S,}.
We will define a group tree S = So as above; the construction of S\ is analogous. Put G® = G". Fix an increasing sequence of successors y" -* ß, n G co. Find pairwise disjoint infinite sets X", n e co, with \Jn€wXn = co. Let Rn = {0} u {A * a: A G G", rr|X" G F,,,, o\(o>\X") C e, and if lha > minX" , then A = ((t|Z")(0)}.
Note that each R" is a group tree. Define S=)JiHkn{jRn).
keoi n€«M Easily S is a group tree. To see S7" n H D G", just notice that, for each h e G" , rry"ih) > Vn , and there is a monotone 1-to-l mapping y/: iTh)h -► S defined by y/ia) = A * x, where x e H<w is maximal such that x\Xn = A * ct and T|(to\AT") c e. To show that (S)¿ is well-founded for A G H\{e}, fix he H with h ^ e, and assume towards a contradiction that A *x is an infinite branch through S for some x G Hw. Find n e co with h & G" . Let fe G to be such that kC\X¡ ^ 0 for i G «. Put t = x\k and w, = minX, for ig«. If t(«,0) t¿ e for some i'o G « , notice that x\X¡0 is an infinite branch through Fy,o with (x|Af,0)(0) ^ e which contradicts the inductive assumption. Thus we can assume that t(«,) = e for all i en . Then, since the R¡ 's are group trees, A * t = a -ïliçnihi * ti) for some a e G" x Hk with a(n¡) = e and some h¡ * x¡ e R¡ n Hk+X. By the definition of jR, , A, = t,(«,) = r(n,) = e. Thus h = (7(0) G G" , a contradiction. (ii) For each n, G" is a homomorphic image of a subgroup of Hn , and (G") admits group trees of arbitrary height. Proof, (i) Let F be a group tree on iH"k). Define F a group tree on iH") as follows: oeT iff a\X e T and a\ico\X) = e\ico\X) where X = {nk: k e co} . Then ht(F) > ht(F).
(ii) Fix H'n < Hn and surjective homomorphisms <f>" : H'n -» Gn. Let F be a group tree on (G"). Define F a group tree on (i/") as follows: a e T iff VA: < Iho (a(k) e H'n and (^o(<r(0)), ... , <pk(o(k))) e T).
Then ht(F) > ht(F).
Lemma 12. Let iH") be a sequence of countable abelian groups. Then (i/") does not admit group trees of arbitrary height iff H" is torsion for all but finitely many n, and for each prime p, for all but finitely many n the p-component of Hn is of the form F x Zip°°)k, where F is a finite p-group, k eco. Proof. The implication <= follows from Lemmas 8 and 9. To see =>, assume the conclusion does not hold. Then either there exist infinitely many n such that Hn contains an isomorphic copy of Z or, by Lemma 9, there exist a prime p and infinitely many n such that a subgroup of H" can be mapped homomorphically onto $wZ(p).
Thus, by Lemma 11, it is enough to show that iH"), where Hn = Z for each n or Hn = (¡)wZ(p) for each n, admits group trees of arbitrary height. By Lemma 10, it suffices to prove that Z and ©^ Zip) are manageable. For Z.put G° = (2"), G¿ = (3"). Define </>:ZxZ-rZ by <p(m, /) = m + 1. For ©^ Z(p), fix an infinite independent set {e¡ : i G to} generating ©^ Zip). Find a decreasing sequence of nonempty sets Xn eco, n eco, such that flneco Xn = 0. Put G° = ({e,: i G X"}) and G¿ = {e}. Fix a function /: to -► to so that, for any n,meco, f~xim)nX" ¿0. Define 0': ©"Z(p) -♦ $uZ(p) to be the unique homomorphism extending <t>'ie¡) = e^ . Let 0: ©wZ(p) x ©^ Z(p) -► ©^ Z(p) be the composition of the projection to the first coordinate with (j)'.
